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ning and sundry mesmeric cures w rough t the next m orning. The next 

day saw me on the wing again, the station  in view  being Chinsurah, 

where a new Branch was also organized. M y healings were made as 

usual and a lecture given at the Barracks before a huge audience, whose 

welcome has expressed in the most dem onstrative m anner. Then on to 

Calcutta again, which 1 reached at 9-30 a .m., on the 8th May, tired 

enough; as may he imagined when one reflects that this was in the 

hottest season of the year, when the w ind blew  like the breath of a fur 

nace and swirls of dust choked one if  one ventured out o f doors before 

the going down of the sun.

H . S. O l c o t t .

No. I I I .

“ PREDESTINATION AND FREE WILL.”

W h at  do H in d u  B o o k s  s a y  ?

(Continued from  page 109.)

IN the previous articles, it was stated how  tw o sets o f circumstances 

beset the central fact, the soul, and how  both o f them are radiations 

from that centre. These two sets are variously called virtues and vices, or 

punya and papa, which, put in molecular language, are m oral attractions 

and repulsions. It cannot fail to be recognized in this, how  universal love 

(attraction) tends to produce good or happiness, even on material 
planes—not to speak of transcendental planes— , and hate (or repul 

sion) its reverse. The Law of Karma is the law o f acts, every act having 

necessarily its consequence. They are com prised in the above stated 
virtues and vices. The one is meritorious, as bringing happiness or a 

happy ‘ experience,’ or, unworthy, as begetting m isery or miserable 

* experiences’. In either case a conscious act is the parent. In that con 

sists free-will, on and after which it becom es fixed as predestination. This 

twin-law operates at appointed times ; some acts yield their fruit immedi 

ately, and some take a shorter or longer tim e for  fructification. This law of 

fruition is exemplified in all nature around : the time taken by  a mushroom 

to come into existence and that taken by  a system o f w orlds to evolve from 

the “ milky way,” is so different in each case. This is how we must 

explain the fates that befall mankind at different points o f their life- 

thread. Some fructify soon and some after a time. Sooner or later they 

come. But they come not to remain w ith us forever, not to stifle us for ever. 

As they come, they must depart, because being finite in  creation, they are. 

logically, finite in duration. Thus while we are under lim itations, our free- 

agency is never completely nullified. W ith  ‘ predestination’ combined 

with ‘ free-will,’ we shall be able to in tellig ib ly  understand the popular 

sayings, which are really embodiments o f some o f the great world- 

conceptions, which are founded on that m ysterious facu lty  o f man, viz., 

intuition. “ He was born with a silver spoon in his m outh,”  is certainly 

an expression indicating the operation o f  predestination. T he saying—
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“ circumstances over which one had no control” — reveals the secret of 

how one’s liberty o f action is restricted to a certain radius. “  Man is a 

creature of circumstances” , proves how environments mould h im ; in other 

words, how many things act to impose conditions on his inborn freedom. 
“ My ill-luck,” one is heard to say. It simply means that certain events 

happen which affect him in a way for which be cannot discover a prece 
dent reason. The reason is there however, but he, somehow, does not 

see it. “ My ill-stars,”  is another ejaculation” — as if the sufferer had his 

illness sent down to him by the stars. This is but the astrological aspect 

of the Law of predestination, hinting at a correspondence between the 

microcosmic and the macrocosmic affinities. “  Whatsoever a man sows, 

that shall he also reap” , says even the Christian Bible, which is but the 

statement of the twin-law of ‘ Destination’ and ‘ Choice.’

In paper II* the subject of consciousness was introduced. This wrill 
now be developed, in connection with the Karmic Law. This law is the 
law of continuity, or the law of the ceaseless chain of antecedents and 

sequences, which holds universally on material, ethical, as well as 
psychical planes of nature. W hat is, was; what is, will he.-f The conser 
vation of energy and the correlation of forces are but statements of this 
universal law, applicable as far as it relates to physical sciences. 
Consciousness may be assumed to be an energy, though it eludes the grasp 
of physical science. It pervades all space, all matter. It enters

into all things, like salt dissolved in water. Two substances are 
here, but they are so interblended that they can hardly be distin 
guished as the one from the other. This consciousness is of several 
kinds, and of several grades. These are exemplified in infinite ways in 
mineral, vegetable, animal and human life, and of other super-human 
lives beyond our perceptive experience, higher and higher in the scale 
of consciousness, culminating in Brahma, the ruler of the Brahmdnda— 
the next to the Absolute Consciousness. Consciousness is thus an evolu 
tionary chain. The grades of consciousness—one may realize in his own 
constitution— are almost infinite. The various organic processes which 
ceaselessly go on are they. For example, the reflex actions, the diges 
tive, the respiratory, the circulatory, &c., under the sympathetic system, 
the molecular actions in the cells, and the several chemical processes, 
which go on whether we will or .not, are consciousnesses, which may be 
grouped under the one name ‘ mechanical’* for convenience. Not 
only the reflex actions, for example the processes in the nervous

* See November Theosophist, 1896.
t This is the fundamental doctrine of the Visishtadvaita Philosophy, expounded 

by Sri Ramanuj&ch&rya. It may well bo compared with Spinoza’s axioms III. IV. 
and V. viz.:—

Axiom III. From a given determinate cause the effect necessarily follows ; and, 
vice versa, if no determinate cause be given no effect can follow.

Axiom IV. The knowledge of an effect depends on the knowledge of the cause, 
and includes it.

Axiom V. Things that have nothing in common with each other cannot be 
understood by means of each other.

(G. H. Lewes’ History of Philosophy).
t See November Theosophist, 1896, p. 106.
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system which are performed involuntarily, and almost unconsci 

ously, as, the contraction of the eye-pupil when exposed to strong 

light, but the instinctive acts such as those of a new-born babe 
knowing, untaught, how to suckle at a mother’s breast, may go under 
“ mechanical.” The corpuscles in the blood, the “  gold sand” in the 

brain, the marrow in the bone, and the silica in the nail have become 

of the nature of self-formatory, without needing the guidance of any 
self-conscious effort on the part of the “ I ” who yet stands master to all 
these. These then constitute the predestined consciousnesses, which by a 
long habit have become automatic in their action. Over these stand the 
“ creative”* consciousnesses, or all those mental or psychological pheno 
mena which happen every moment of our life of conscious effort. 
These constitute our “ free-will” consciousnesses, which when moral 
ly and spiritually utilized, will become in turn a future inheritance 
of the “ mechanical” type, giving us a further initial advantage in our 

spiritual evolution.

According to some writers on Physiology, the brain consists of 
three stories, the upper, the middle, and the lower. The upper is the 
seat of the intellectual consciousness of man. The middle is the seat of 
the animal consciousness of man ; and the lower the physical conscious 
ness of man. As an illustration of these three kinds of consciousnesses. 

A. T. Schofield, M. D., M. R. C. S., writes as follows : “  This is actually 
seen in the shocking example of a drunkard. First, the intellect goes, 
and the animal life is left without reason to guide it ; so the man jumps 
about, laughs, sings, without any meaning. If he takes more of the 
poison, the middle part is paralysed, and he becomes “  dead” drank. 
He falls down and can no longer use his animal life, or move any limb, 
but he still breathes. If someone now pours more down his throat, the 
lowest part is paralysed, and he dies.” t  The order in which the several 
consciousnesses fail is exactly the order in which they are one above the 
other, the intellectual, being ‘ creative’ , and becoming ‘ disposed’ as the 
animal, and the animal creative or semi-creative in its turn, and set 

tling down into physical. The animal thus stands in the relation of 
‘ mechanical’ or ‘ automatic,’ after passing the stage of intellectuality ; 
and the physical stands as “ automatic”  to both of them after itself pass 

ing those states. Free-will thus stands at the top and gravitates down 
to Predestination. The great secret of what is called the “  reflex action” 
is this. In scientific language it is put thus :— “  It is probable that, 
just as the lowest part of the cerebrum is the principal centre for natural 
reflex action, and the highest part for intellectual or voluntary or intel 
ligent action, so the middle part is a great seat of actions once voluntary, 
but which have become reflex.”

“ In a child every action is the result of direct will and mental 
effort (Free-will). Watch a child as it learns to walk. It is as hard as 
learning Greek is to us. Each step is considered, and taken Avith great

* 8ee November Theosophist, 1896, p. 106.
t Animal Physiology, by A. T Schofield, p. 148.
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difficulty. In six months, however, it has so become a matter of habit 

as to be reflex, and the brain is set free from thinking how to walk, which 

absorbed its powers at first, to consider where to walk to, or to intelli 

gently direct this new reflex habit. The same with reading and writ 

ing. At first all the mind is concentrated on how to read and how to 

write—what you read or write is of little matter. It is the connecting of 

certain letters with certain sounds, and certain sounds with certain 

shapes, that is at first such a severe mental effort ; and yet so easy does 

it become by frequent repetition that after a time we never think of the 

separate letters, even when we write, but write and read as an acquired 

reflex habit, our minds wholly absorbed in what we read or what we 

write.”*

“ Nothing is of greater value than the formation of as many good 

habits, or acquired reflex habits, as possible,”  says the same author. 

Thus the law of “  willing”  and its settling down into confirmed ‘ habit’ 

is evident in the scale of human consciousness.f

As regards the ascending scale of consciousnesses, in which each 
lower mark was first gained by conscious effort, but has become an un 
conscious advantage for attaining the higher mark, and as regards the 
grades of consciousnesses, which are products again of “  automatic pre 
destination” and “  creative free-will,” one or two authorities may not 
be out of place. Huxley in his essays on “  Some Controverted Questions” 
(p. 36), says :— “ W ithout stepping beyond the analogy of that which 
is known, it is easy to people the Cosmos Avith entities, in ascending 
scale, until we reach something practically indistinguishable from omni 
potence, omnipresence, and omniscience. * * * * Such a consciousness 
would be incomprehensible, say, to the consciousness of a black-beetle.”

Annie Besant says :— “ How incapable we are of understanding a 

lower .state of consciousness. That of a creeper, as example, which 

spreading over a wall sends out tiny tendrils and pushes a tendril into 

a bole in the Avail in order that it may grasp it and find support in the 

roughness within. * * * * W hat dim, vague and strange consciousness 

is it AArhich thus communicates what is necessary for the growth of the 

plant! * * * * Again, try and think what it would he for some loAver 
animal, some insect or fish or quadruped, seeing a philosopher sitting in 
abstract contemplation, trying to deal with some mighty intellectual 
problem ?” As if summing up all these Avonders of consciousness 

traced up from plant and animal life to that of a philosopher, forming 
several links in the spiritual progress of the soul, and as illustrating 
tlie ceaseless Avorking of the twin-law of predestination and free-will, 
Annie Besant in her “ EArolution of the Soul,” p. 56, beautifully ex 
presses the subject in the following style : — For the pilgrim soul which 
began in the germ-union that I described, which went on by accumu 
lating experiences, which then from these experiences extracted their

* Animal Physiology, by A. T. Schofield, pp. 154-155.
+ We have not touched on “ Spiritual Consciousness,” the scat of which is the neart.

2
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essence, which then got rid of tlie desires which made it separate, and 

which unified itself once more, becoming a unit consciousness in a mys 

terious wav which cannot even be sensed until at least the lower grades 

of the higher consciousness have been experienced during earth-life by 

rising out of the body and learning what it is to be an Intelligence work 

ing without the shackles of the brain.”  Here then is reached the climax 

of all consciousness, the result o f all “  predestination,” no more to 

be accomplished by “ free-willing.”  for no more w illing through an in 

strument remains, because the source of all-willing is reached.

George C. Williams’ Introduction to the study of Yoga aphorism, 

may now be read. For ready reference, two extracts are copied here. 

“ Another doctrine which Patanjali assumes to be thoroughly under 

stood and accepted by his pupils is, the doctrine of the universality of 

consciousness. Sometime ago, Thomas A. Edison, the eminent inventor, 

surprised the world by announcing as his belief that every’ molecule of 

matter possessed a consciousness o f its own. The world hailed this an 

nouncement as a new theory set forth for the first time by the wizard of 

the phonograph, but indeed. Mr. Edison merely repeated a truth so old 

that more than two thousand years* ago, Patanjali took it for granted 

that all his pupils knew all about it, and hence he did not go to the 

trouble of re-stating the doctrine. Study the flame in a glass jet. 

What is it that makes the atoms of carbon and the atoms of oxygen 

rush together with so fierce a love as to burst into a flame ? Examine a 
piece of ebony. What is it that makes the molecules of matter com 
posing it hang together with so firm a grip that the blows of an axe or 

the ripping of a saw are necessary' to tear them asunder P It is consci 
ousness, which in man in another form makes of him an intelligent and a 
sentient being.”

As it were, in a nutshell, the doctrine of consciousness is preserved 
in short stanzas of Manava Dharma Sastra, Vishnu Purana and Bha- 

gavad Gita, which we quote and explain for the edification of our 
readers

(a) Manu:—

i.e., consciousness so pervades one’s being that on the loss of one sense 
out of the many, so much consciousness goes away with it, like unto 

water flowing out from the orifice made in a water (leather) bag. (or 

water exhausting a cloud).

(b) Vishnu Purana:—

croicRtHaara ll
____________ q j g a g p s  II ______________

* Patanjali lived without any doubt, about the 10th Century B. C., or nearly 
3W0 years ago. (Study the Age of Patanjali by N. Bbashyacharya.)
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s t f f r q q á w f í f t  ||

qara* qrjpTiwq w^g^rnra^RST: l 
qspqtqgsrrsjrtá ^¡f3trgs:swrftriT: II 
cr^rfa^raáqqq^sTÍ?qcrr ¿rq! I 

ícícr̂ rfcmsTrqTcr: ||

iptrsRtqwfbr cipreqrrSiqrraq II
M., ‘ 0  Ruler o f men ! tlie pow er (consciousness) called the Kshetrajna- 

Sakti, embracing all and penetrating everywhere, is so called because it  

is veiled; and it abides in all beings in various degrees.

‘ In lifeless objects (m ineral kingdom ) its intensity is small. I t  in  

creases in the plant kingdom . M ore again in snakes— and other Ophidian 

tribes; and yet m ore in the winged-creatures o f  the air.

‘ More than the birds, it is in the beasts, and is found m ore in  the 

domesticated animals. M ore than in the animals, it  is found largely 

shining in man.

‘ Even more than m an, it  is found in the divine beings, such as 

Nagas, Gandharvas, Y akshas and others, M ore than all these stands 

Sakra (Indra), above w hom  again is Prajápati.

‘ The power o f P urusha is yet more m anifested in H iranyagarbha. 

0 earthly king ! all these endless forms are H is (V ish n u ’s) form s.’

(c) Bhagavad Gita :* —

%q%̂ ffrqrJTr^ ¡qfgfeqRm! ||
i,e.f ‘ W hatever little th in g  exists, m oving or stable, know , 0  V a lia n t o f  

the Bháratas! as com ing from  the com bination o f Kshetra  and Kshetrajna.

The foregoing thus establishes the position  enunciated previously  

that “ no particle or m inutest atom  is predicable as exclusively  inert 

without detecting in it  some grade o r  stage o f  consciousness,— consciousness 

of a kind which m ay be nam ed ‘ m echanical’ b y  reason o f the potentia lity  o f 

the previously habituated w il l ; and consciousness, w h ich  m ay be nam ed 

‘creative,’ by reason o f  m uch  self-assertive energy being m anifested from  

its own inward depths.” f

A . G o v in d a  C h a e l c .

(T o  be continued.)

* X lllth  Adhyáya, verse 26.

t See Predestination, and Free-will, Theosophiat for Nov. 1896, pp. 105— 109.


